REPORT OF EXPERIENCE

Date: September 16, 1980

Compound: Material left over from experiment of August 11, 1980

Dosage: Approximately 80 m.g. MDA

Start at 9:57 A.M. on empty stomach with 1/2 the amount, due to miscalculation that dosage might be double the amount.

10:15 Took balance of the amount on verifying that total was only 80 m.g. each.

10:27 Can feel effects when stand up. Have been sitting on the deck, watching a very beautiful day take shape.

10:40 Peggy feels coming on more strongly. Feels a little squeamish.

10:55 Developing very strongly. It's hard to be on one's feet. We find sitting in the sun too hot, sitting in the shade too cold. With some effort, we carry chairs down to sit under the cottonwood trees, where there is a mixture of sun and shade.

For the next hour, we sit under the trees, while the material reaches its full effect. It is incredibly beautiful. The trees, the sky, the mountains, the clouds, are magnificently beautiful. The experience seems as strong or stronger than the August 11 experiment, although we have taken a smaller amount. It is truly glorious.

12:30 We go into the house, and lie on the bed so we can be closer. It feels marvelous to be close to each other. However, I am aware of a barrier between us. We enjoy being close, and the barrier gradually dissolves away, leaving us feeling even closer and more euphoria running between us. After a couple of hours, we move to the living room, and have some personal discussions which clear the air more. However, we are now beginning to feel very languid, and physical movement is difficult.

4:00 We take a walk outside. It is hard to get started, but once moving, it goes o.k. The outdoors lifts one up. Energy seems to come from everywhere. We are still very much in the experience. This material allows both external and internal experience. It has the deep euphoria of MDMA, yet much of the freedom of thought of LSD. Peggy kept remarking how much like LSD it was, as she kept experiencing imagery. Again we greatly enjoy the outdoors, the beautiful skies and marvelous cloud formations, enhanced by the wonderful feeling of closeness that has grown between us.

5:00 We go back inside, and listen to music. The music is marvelous, and we are very at peace with each other. Later we have some Japanese soup with noodles that tastes marvelous. We have little energy, and enjoy very much lying on the floor listening to music. We decided to continue to watch shogun, and found it a very enjoyable experience. We retired still feeling quite languid, but joyful and at peace. Peggy and I have never been closer.